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1 Introduction 

Ultracold neutrons (UCN) can be stored in a material trap if they 
have energies less than the boundary energy for this material [1]. 
The latter is usually about (1-3)-102 neV, which corresponds to 
neutron velocities of~( 4-7) m/s. There is a widespread opinion 
that UCN bounce perfectly elastically from the walls of the trap, 
provided they survive a wall encounter. The UCN Joss proba
bility' per reflection is ust1allr ~ 10-5-10-3 , depending on the 
material, its temperature and, what is the most important in the 
majority of experiments, the presence of hydrogenous contamina
tions on the surface of the wall. The main reason for UCN losses 
in material traps is inelastic scattering, with the acquisition of 
energy of the order of the wall temperature (10-3 - 10-1 eV), and 
the subsequent escape from the trap. Another possible reason for 
UCN losses is neutron capture by the nuclei of the wall. 

Recently, two experimental groups observed a small energy 
change in UCN during long storage in closed traps. Very small 
heating, about 5 • 10-2 - 10-1 neV, of UCN with an energy of~ 
10 ne V was observed in the experiments of Ref. 2 after a storage 
of a hundred seconds, which corresponds to ~ 103 encounters 
with the walls of the trap covered with Fomblin grease and oil [3]. 
Subsequent experiments of the same group [4] may be interpreted 
as small UCN cooling. The authors of Ref. 4 did not find any 
measurable overall energy shift of the spectrum, but it seems that 
their data may be explained by a small spreading of the neutron 
spectra during UCN storage in the trap. 

In both experiments ( and in the experiments discussed be
low), the high resolution gravitational spectrometry of UCN was 
based on the fact that a 1 ne V change in neutron energy cor
responds to a 9.8 mm change in height of the free flight in the 
gravitational field. This gravitational spectrometry consists in 
measuring the height distribution of the UCN density in a trap 
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The authors of Ref. 2 and 4 explain their results as the tem
porary adhesion of some UCN to the bottom of the trap. This is 
explained as being a result of some neutron wave localization on 
the surface, under the effect of gravity, and in the spirit of the 
very interesting but unconventional idea outlined in Refs. 5 and 
6. Briefly, this idea was motivated by the problem of the nonex
ponentiality of the decay of an unstable particle and consists in 
the introduction of a novel universal degree of freedom for any 
kind of interaction - in this particular case - the gravitational 
one. The quantum motion in the gravitational field is a sequence 
of statistical changes in quantum states with different parameters 
and their life-times T = (n/2gpz) 112, where g is the gravitational 
acceleration and Pz is the vertical momentum component of the 
neutron. The flight parabola is the sequence of straight segments 
in this picture. The energy scale follows from uncertainty rela
tions: b = n/2T, and for UCN, is ~ 10-2 neV. The quantity b 
is introduced into the postulated nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
with the logarithmic term. The wave function in this equation 
depends on variables attributed to the novel degree of freedom. 
The stationary solutions of the Schrodinger equation form the 
energy spectrum. It is further suggested that transitions to dif
ferent states of internal degree of freedom take place during wall 
encounters, with corresponding small changes in the neutron ki
netic energy. 

Strong evidence of UCN cooling and heating during long stor
age times in traps with the walls covered with Fomblin has also 
been found in the experiments [7, 8]. The maximum energy of 
the stored UCN was about 14neV. The mean number of encoun
ters with the walls during storage of the UCN in the trap reached 
as high a value as ~ 2.5 • 104 (the storage time was up to 1200 
s ). UCN energy changes during the storage time were, according 
to Ref 7, consistent with the rare (the probability is ~ 10-6 per 
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reflection) neutron energy transfer of about 3neV. It is stated in 
[7] that mechanical vibrations of the wall could give much lower 
changes of the U CN spectrum. 

It must be mentioned that some evidence for very small ( ~ 
10-2 neV) energy changes of UCN with energies close to the 
boundary energy in traps covei:ed with Fomblin oil was found 
several years ago in [9]. It was pointed out, however, that the 
effect could be caused by mechanical vibrations excited by the 
vacuum pump. 

It is shown in this paper that the results described in the 
publications [2, 4, 7, 8] may, in principle, be explained by UCN 
interaction with surface vibrational modes of viscoelastic liquid. 

For example, the result [7] for the Fomblin surface, inter
preted as rare, with a probability of 10-6 UCN energy trans
fer of 3neV, may be described as a diffusion-like energy spread 
6-E ~ oE. n 112, where oE is the mean energy transfer per UCN 
collision with the wall, n is the number of collisions during UCN 
storage in the trap, and 6-E is the total UCN energy spread. The 
results [7] may be fitted if we set oE:::::: 3 · 10-3 neV. 

It must be mentioned that the way by which the quantitative 
conclusions were obtained in all the cited publications is approx
imate. Therefore, the scenario proposed in the present work 
cannot be an exact interpretation of these experiments, but may 
only serve as an indication of the physical process leading to the 
observed phenomena and the order of magnitude estimations of 
the observed effect. 

2 Neutron interaction with liquid sur
face modes 

We solve first the problem of the neutron interaction with a sur
face wave. In what follows we reproduce shortly the. standard 
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method for solving the problem by the perturbation method ( see 
for example the V. K. Ignatovich's book in [1]. The Schrodinger 
equation describing the UCN interaction with the wall z = 0 is: 

[in! + :: ~ - Vo· 0(z) - 8V(r, t)] 1/;(r, t) = 0, (1) 

where V0 = ;~ 41r Li Nibf°h = ;~ v0 is unperturbed wall potential, 
Ni is the number of nuclei in a unit volume, bi is the neutron 
coherent scattering length, m is the neutron mass, 0( z) is the 
step function, which is equal to unity at z > 0, and is zero at 
z < 0. 8V(r, t) = :: 8v(r, t) is the perturbation potential due to 
surface fluctuations. 

The solution of Eq. (1) is: 

1/;(r,t) = 1/Jo(r,t) + j G(r,t;r',t')8v(r',t')1/J0 (r',t')d3r'dt' = 

1/Jo(r, t) + 81/;(r, t ), (2) 

where the unperturbed solution with the incident neutron wave 
ei(kof'-wot) is 

' VJo(r, t) = i(KoP-wot)yko(z). (3) 

In Eq. 3 ko = (Ko,ko.t)-
Yk(z) is one of two linearly independent solutions of one

dimentional equation 

[Yt'(z) + k2 
- v0 • 0(z)]Yk(z) = 0 (4) 

Yk(z) = (eik1.z + k.t - ~K e-ik1.z)0(-z) + 2k.t_ e-Kz0(z), (5) 
k.t + zK k.t + zK 

where K = (Vo - kl.)112 • 

The second solution of Eq. (4) is 

Zk(z) = e-ik1.z0(-z) + (K ;I:k.L eKz + K :I:k.L e-Kz)0(z). (6) 
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With these two solutions it is possible to construct Green func

tion for Eq. (1): 

G(r, t; r'' t') = 1/(21r )3 J (l/2ik.t)eiK(p-p')-iw(t-t') . 

[0(z - z')Yk(z)Zk(z') + 0(z' - z)Yk(z')Zk(z)] d2t.dw. (7) 

The perturbation term 

Dv(r, t) = Vo [0(z - e(r, t)) - 0(z)] (8) 

can be simplified in the case of very small deformations of the 

surface to 
6v(r, t) = -voe(r, t)8(z ). (9) 

Spatially periodic surface wave with wave vector q and fre

quency w9 1s 

t(r t) _ t(p..., t) _ c ~ ei(Kp-wt) 
<,, l - (,_ l - <,,q,Wq • (10) 

After caculations it is possible to obtain 

t5.1. , 2ei(kr-wt) c ~ _k ko.L - iKo 
'// <,,q,Wq O.L k.t + iK (11) 

The probability of neutron scattering with wave vector change 
k0 ----+ k (k = (~, k.t)) is , 

2 lko.L - iKo 1

2 
..., .... 

Wq,wq = 8ko.tk.L < eq,wq > k.t + iK 8(k - k±), (12) 

where 

k± = (K±, k.t±), K± =Ko± q, ki = k5 ± 2mw/n, 
kl±= k2 

- t.l = k2 
- (t.~ + q2 ± 2t.0q · cos</>), (13) 

where </> is the angle between Ko and q. The "plus" and "mines" 
signs correspons to the neutron upscattering and downscattering 
cases. 
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We are interested in very small energy changes when the scat
tered neutron remains to be the sub-barrier one. In this case I{ 

is real, and I (ko1- - iI<o)/(k1- + iI<) 1
2= 1. 

Our goal is to calculate the probability of neutron scattering 
as a function of the final neutron energy w( k0 --t E). To do it 
we first use the relations 

Wq,wq(k --t k) = J k2 
· Wq,w,/k --t k)dQk, 

J 8(ko - k)dnk = 2/k. 8(k6 - k2
) 

Thus we have 

(14) 

_, 2 2 2 
w9,wq( k --t k) = 16 · 8( k - k±)kko1-k1- < e<l,wif > (15) 

Then we must perform integration over all possible surface 
waves: 

w(ko --t k) = j w9,wq(k --t k)d2 qdw (16) 

using the surface mode dynamic structure factor S ( q, w): 

S(q,w9) = (21r)3 < eq:w > ' if (17) 

The dynamic structure factor for isotropic viscoelastic medium 
has the form [10): 

S(. ) _ 8kBT · Re[17(w)]q3
{ l q,w - ------- l + ----- -

ID(q,w )1 2 2Re[a(q, w )] 

2Re(1 + 
1
( ))}, (18) 

1 + a q,w 

where the surface mode dispersion relation is D(q,w) = 0, with 

. ( . ) 1/2 

D(q,w) = (iw +2v(w)q2)2-4v(w)2q4 1 + v(~q2 + 1 q3/p. 

(19) 
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In these expressions v(w) = 17(w )/ p is the kinematic viscosity, 
and the complex, frequency dependent viscosity, which crosses 
from viscous behaviour at low frequences to elastic behaviour at 
h~gh frequences is 

17(w) = Gr/(l + iwr), 

. )1/2 
a( q, w) = ( 1 + v( ~q2 ' 

(20) 

(21) 

kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, 1 is the 
surface tension, p is the density, r is the liquid polymer rept~
tion time and G is the frequency independent shear modulus of 
the polymer network. 

In this simple Maxwell model the surface dynamics of liquid 
for any (q,w), as well as the interaction of neutrons with liquid 
S\J.rface is d'eiermined by four parameters T, P, G and T. 

The probability 

_, l6ko1- 1 J ( b.E) _, w(.ko --t E) = --- S q - k1- · q · dq · d<p (22) 
(21r )3 21i ' 1i 

Figure 1 shows the results of computations of w( k0 --t E) ( ne v-1 ) 

according to Eq. 22 as a function of UCN energy change b.E for 
monoenergetic neutrons with an incident energy E0 = lOneV, 
having an angle .7r / 4 with a normal to the liquid surface. Differ
ent combinations of G and r at the condition 17(w = 0) = 1.5 p 
[11, 12) were used in these calculations. Integration over sur
face wave vector q was performed within interval (1 - 107 cm-1 ) 

relevant to our energy change b.E range· of interest. At small 
b.E < l ne V the probability of scattering is symmetric function 
around b.E = 0. 

It is possible to calculate also the mean-square displacement 
of the fluctuating liquid surface: 

< e2 >= (2~)3 js(q,w)d2q· dw (23) 
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As is well known [13] it diverges logarithmically in the low q limit. 
Our calculation in the limits for q: qmin = 10-2cm-1

, qmax = 

los -1 d £ 1 -1 1010 -1 . ld Cm , an or W: Wmin = S , Wmax ·= S , y1e S 

< e >1' 2~ 6 A. The calculation of < e > 1
/

2 in the limits· for q: 
qmin = 3 . 104cm-1, qmax = l08cm-1, and for w: Wmin = 1s-1' 
Wmax = 1010s-1, yields< e >1

'
2~ 2.2A which does not contra

dict significantly to experimental data for water [14] < e2 >1
/

2= 
3.24 A, obtained in the appropriate experimental conditions for 
the low q limit. 

It is seen from Fig. 1 that in result of many (102 
- 104

) 

reflections from the surface, UCN energy spread of the order 
10-1 - 1 neV is experimentally measurable effect. 

The calculations for low viscosity liquid, where the very low 
frequency capillary waves due to surface tension dominate, yield 
much lower UCN energy spread. Analysis of thew dependence of 
the dynamic structure factor of Eq. 18 [10] shows that the main 
contribution to UCN energy spread of interest (102 

::; w ::; 105
) 

comes from ( visco )elastic surface modes when the surface tension 
is negligible. In the latter case the dispersion relation is w ~ 
(E / p )112q with wave velocity v = (E / p )1

/
2 ~ 10-103cm/s, which 

is very low in comparison with the solids due to very low liquid 
state shear modulus E. Contrary to solids the major part of the 
energy of thermal liquid surface fluctuations is concentrated at 
low frequences. Therefore the amplitudes of these fluctuations 
< e2 >~ kBT /w2 are large, whichleads to large (in comparison 
with Rayleigh elastic waves at the surface of solids) probability 
of neutron interaction with surface waves, but with m{ich lower 
neutron energy change. 
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Fig. 1 Results of computations of w(ko -+ E) (nev-1
) according 

to Eq. 22 as a function of UCN energy change ~E for monoen
ergetic neutrons with an incident energy E0 = lOneV, having an 
angle 1r / 4 with a normal to the liquid surface. Different combi
nations of G and T at the condition TJ(w = 0) = 1.5 p [11, 12] 
were used in this calculations: solid line - G = 1.5 • 102

, r = 
1. • 10-2 ; dashed line - G = 1.5 • 105

, T = l. · 10-5
; dotted line -

G = 1.5 · 108
, T = l. • 10-s. 
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floKoTHnoscKHH IO.H. 
B3aHMO,UeHCTBHe ynbTpaxonO,UHbIX HeHTpOHOB 

c nosepXHOCTHblMH Kone6aHH~MH )KH,UKOCTH 

KaK B03MO)KH~ npwrn11a 3HepreTH'-leCKOro pacnnhIBaHH~ HeHTpOHOB 

npH HX xpaHe!!HH B nosyrnKax C )KH,UKHMH cTeHKaMH 

El7-98-288 

B 11e.uaBHHX 3KCnepHMeHTaX Ha6mo.uanHCb cna6b1e HarpeB H oxna)K,UeHHe 

ynbTpaxono,UHbIX 11ei1TpOHOB npH HX xpaHeHHH B nosyllIKax. ITOKa3aHo, lJTO B no
syrnKaX, CTeHKH KOTOpbIX noKpblTbl )KH,UKHM nonHMepoM (cpoM6nHHOM), npH'-IHHOH 

3HepreTH'leCKOro pacnnbIBaHH~ HeHTpOHOB MO)KeT 6bITb B3aHMO,UeHCTBHe HeHTpOHOB 

c nosepxHOCTllblMH KOne6aHH~MH )KH,UKOCTH. 

Pa6orn Bbmon11eHa B Jla6opaTOpHH HeHTpOHHOH cpmHKH HM. 11.M.<I>paHKa 

0115111. 

Coo6wetttte Ofue11tttte1rnoro ttttcnrryra smepttux HCCJie/lOBattttii. ,!ly6tta, 1998 
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has been observed in recent experiments. It is shown that interaction of ultracold 
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